
Integrated supply chain 
The road to lower cost Infrastructure 
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Challenging Times…..nothing new 

 

“It must be considered that there is nothing more difficult to carry 
out nor more doubtful of success nor more dangerous to handle 

than to initiate a new order of things; for the reformer has 
enemies in all those who profit by the old order, and only 

lukewarm defenders in all those who would profit by the new 
order; this lukewarmness arising partly from the incredulity of 
mankind who does not truly believe in anything new until they 

actually have experience of it” 

 

Nicolo Machiavelli 
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Challenging Times 

 A major concern to us is the availability of cost effective  
infrastructure  

 The lack of refuelling infrastructure remains a key barrier to the 
roll out of FCEV 

 It is like building a skyscraper the foundation is by far the most 
difficult thing to build. The stories after that go quickly. 

 We are investing in the hydrogen infrastructure as it will pay off 
in the long term the business model just has to be profitable no 
one wants state subsidies for decades. 

 This has to be a business not an intellectual exercise 
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Hydrogen Fuelling Station  
(Typical) layout  

- 

 
Compressor                                                   Storage                                       Dispenser 
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Who is Haskel? 

 

 Accudyne Industries a $800 million Global corporation 

 Well funded and financially stable 

 Global manufacture of equipment for flow control of high 
pressure gases and liquids for over 70 years. 

 10 manufacturing sites 

 150 countries 

 Customised systems and skids successfully in operation by 
major OEM’s in multiple industries throughout the world. 

 Recent move in packaged HRS solutions  
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Hydrogen Gas Compression 

Haskel compression solutions: 

  Air drive Gas boosters: 

– Up to 100 MPa 

– 225 in Hydrogen service 

 Hydraulic driven boosters for high capacity systems 

– 100 MPa > 1,000 kg/day 

– 74 in Hydrogen refuelling service  
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BuTech valves, fittings and tubing 

 

 Available in virtually any alloy 
 Long life for critical pressures  
  150,000 PSI (10,340 Bar)  
 -432ºF (-253ºC) to over 1200ºF 

(649ºC) 
 Liquid Hydrogen 
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Turnkey Solutions (HRS) 

 
 

Molecule Agnostic 
Up to 70 MPa 
J2601 compliant 
Fully tested before shipment 
80% own manufacture 
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Hydrogen Fuelling Station  
(Typical) layout  

 Dispenser 

Gas skid 
- Compression 
- Chiller 
- Gas Conditioning 
- System Power unit 
- Automation 

Source of 
Hydrogen    

High 
pressure 

lines 
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The issue (broadly speaking) 

 Fueling stations form part of an enabling offering 

 Components are sourced as resale items 

 GAAP/FRC/Individual policies 

 Multiple margin compounded through the supply chain 

 £100 at 10% margin 

 1 = £111  

 2 = £123  

 3 = £137  

 4 = £152  

 5 = £169  
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Capex vs Opex (Mass Transit) 
How it all works out at a high level 

 Based on market feedback (mass transit) 

 Excluding molecule generators 

 Integrated supply chain offers a reduction in costs of up to 15% 

 Capex has significant impact on Opex as a fixed cost allocation 

 Based on £1.0 million HRS over 10 years 

 Based on 1kg/gge 

 200 kg/day  

 £1.37 gge cost 

 £0.21 cost saving gge 

 Capex impacts Opex for mass transit operators 

 

 

 

 
* Simple 10 year amortization zero cost of capital 
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If you don’t know where you’re going… 
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Any road will get you there…….. 

13 
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The model 

 Be molecule agnostic 

 Focus on core competency 

 Minimize inventory obsolescence via SBO 

 Vertically integrate 

 Use holistic one company accounting 

 Reduce risk & cost by in house testing 
Plug and play 

Minimise reserve 

 Redefine contract structure 
Partnership for Progress 
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The smart investor 

 

Fire 
walls 

Elec 
Distribution box  
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Test Centre July 2018 
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Combination of an integrated supply chain and experience means 

High quality 

Reproducible systems 

Lower cost  

Reduce the cost and remain as a going concern vs intellectual 
exercise 

Can’t run a business on handouts 

Continued innovation and product development 

Only add cost when you add value 

Remember who the real customer is……………………. 

It’s their money we are spending 
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Road to success 



Thank you  

for your attention 

 

 

 

         ...... Delivering Under Pressure 
  



Questions…… 
 
 
 


